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　　Chu Qiao became the body of Jing Xiaoliu after amnesia. Although the name changed, the potential

memory in the body will not change. Chu Qiao often dreams of a woman wrapped in a white headscarf in

her dreams. In the latest story, there are Fengyun orders and new characters Yu Wenxi. So what is the

wind? What is the relationship between Chu Qiao and Fengyun?

　　What is Fengyun? Who is the Lord?
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　　In the latest story of Chu Chuan Biography, Chu Qiao dreamed that a beautiful woman wrapped in a

white turban called her Chu Qiao and told her to live bravely and bravely. It can be speculated that this

woman is the mother of Chu Qiao, that is, the main Luoshan of the Hanshan League. After that, Yu

Wenzhao pulled Chuqiao in order to get the wind, and then chased Chuo after the defeat. During the

fighting, Chu Qiao hit Yu Wenyu in the sea, but at the same time he also lost his memory.

　　There was a spy paper in the play. This organization was originally in the "Chu Qiao Chuan" mobile

game, so some netizens linked Chu Qiao's life to the mobile game, so he guessed that Chu Qiao's mother

might be "Hanshan League". The lord Luohe. I don't know if Chu Qiao's life experience will be combined

with mobile games in the TV series.

　　What is the relationship between Chu Qiao and Fengyun?

　　According to the introduction of the "Chu Qiao Chuan" mobile game, the Northern Wei Dynasty set

up a spy-style eye-eye organization, and the emperor audited the four seas and shocked Nanliang. In the

following year, Nanliang set up the Nanliang secret house, trying to compete with the spy eye. There are

rivers and lakes heroes Luohe hand-held winds, hand in hand with twelve people, the establishment of

the rivers and lakes siege forces Hanshan League, trying to use Ge Ge Ge, to curb the Liang Wei two

countries to the people's encroachment. From then on, the spy is a three-legged force.

　　In the 23rd year of the Northern Wei Dynasty, Luohe was concealed by the traitors of the Hanshan

League. When he died, he passed the wind order to his young girl Chu Qiao. Liang Wei and the two

countries learned that they all secretly grabbed the storm and tried to control the Hanshan League. Chu

Qiao inherited his mother Luohe to become the new wind and the main commander, was chased by Yu

Wenjia Luohe amnesia.
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